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AEEEIMKKI: Coding-in aeTSA

AEHQEGTGTW: Noncoding aeTSA

AELRGTASL: Coding-in  mTSA



AETGVKKPQ: Noncoding aeTSA

APASFAATR: Noncoding aeTSA

ASNPVIKKK: Noncoding aeTSA



ATAVRTVTL: Noncoding aeTSA

ATLQAAILYEK: Noncoding aeTSA

ATWQSVLAR: Noncoding aeTSA



DLLKKTVL: Noncoding aeTSA

DSIKASTTL: Noncoding aeTSA

EALPDLEQL: Noncoding aeTSA



ENVLSKLY: Noncoding aeTSA

ESDEQTLNY: Noncoding aeTSA

EVTKLNQKF: Noncoding aeTSA



FAFGEPREL: Coding-in aeTSA

FILDIAKLL: Noncoding aeTSA

GKDPNPVVL: Noncoding aeTSA



GTAQVGITK: Noncoding aeTSA

GTSPPSVEK: Coding-in aeTSA

IIHSSSLLL: Noncoding aeTSA



IILDVGCLY: Noncoding aeTSA

IMKKIRESY: Coding-in aeTSA

IRQKVEVL: Noncoding aeTSA



IVSAQNLIK: Noncoding aeTSA

IYVLQVPEL: Noncoding aeTSA

KEVDPASNTY: Coding-in aeTSA



KQLQEQAMQF: Coding-in  mTSA

LASTPVVEK: Noncoding mTSA

LCIKRFLI: Noncoding aeTSA



LFFIKLTL: Noncoding aeTSA

LLEELISNIV: Noncoding aeTSA

LLLDKLYFL: Noncoding aeTSA



LLQKRVPE: Noncoding aeTSA

LLQQLSRSL: Noncoding aeTSA

LLSSKLLLM: Noncoding aeTSA



LPGVTRSL: Noncoding aeTSA

LSGCCSLY: Coding-out aeTSA

LTHLVSQEL: Noncoding aeTSA



LTTTRVATI: Noncoding aeTSA

LTVEIAKAL: Noncoding aeTSA

LVFNIILHR: Noncoding aeTSA



MVARLTPLL: Noncoding aeTSA

NAFLVLFSV: Noncoding aeTSA

NILGKSLTL: Noncoding aeTSA



NPSEGSGIRL: Noncoding aeTSA

PAPIPCPAI: Coding-out aeTSA

PSPLRPSL: Noncoding aeTSA



RAPPPPKPM: Coding-out mTSA

RLATAPSEK: Noncoding aeTSA

RLLLPLQSR: Coding-out aeTSA



RLVTEPSGPK: Noncoding aeTSA

RMKTFMMSH: Noncoding aeTSA

RNLPLVLIF: Noncoding mTSA



RPASLRKL: Noncoding aeTSA

RPASSRPL: Noncoding mTSA

RPFSPPPSF: Noncoding mTSA



RPGAGPPGIL: Noncoding aeTSA

RPGVKLIL: Coding-in  mTSA

RPRPPPPPP: Noncoding mTSA



RPRTAGPPR: Coding-out mTSA

RTATPLTMK: Noncoding aeTSA

RTATPLTMKK: Noncoding aeTSA



RTHQMNTFQR: Noncoding aeTSA

RVKSTISSL: Coding-in aeTSA

RVYNLTTK: Noncoding aeTSA



SHNLPANIL: Noncoding aeTSA

SLGAGLSPCL: Coding-in aeTSA

SLIPTALSL: Noncoding aeTSA



SLLNVIGLSV: Noncoding aeTSA

SLNSRSQLK: Noncoding aeTSA

SPQTQTHTL: Coding-in aeTSA



SQGFSHSQM: Coding-in aeTSA

SRKAHHAL: Noncoding aeTSA

SSALLAVALK: Noncoding aeTSA



SSSALLAVALK: Noncoding aeTSA

STQMTITTQK: Coding-in aeTSA

SVYMATTLK: Coding-out aeTSA



TASDLNLKV: Noncoding aeTSA

TEISNSQAA: Noncoding aeTSA

TLIPRILTL: Noncoding aeTSA



TLLPDLQTL: Noncoding aeTSA

TLLPRLVFI: Noncoding mTSA

TLVVSIIIY: Noncoding aeTSA



TNIIKHLL: Noncoding aeTSA

TPKLRETSV: Coding-in aeTSA

TPSSHLGLLSY: Noncoding aeTSA



TSDRLFLGY: Noncoding aeTSA

TTLKYLWKK: Coding-out aeTSA

TVQNSRSLK: Noncoding aeTSA



VLAGTVLFK: Noncoding aeTSA

VLDNKDYFL: Coding-in  mTSA

VLFLKLELL: Noncoding aeTSA



VLSPPLSPK: Noncoding aeTSA

VTIDTTQTK: Noncoding aeTSA

VVSPASSGK: Noncoding aeTSA



VYLKWAQIL: Coding-out aeTSA

VYMATTLKY: Coding-out aeTSA

YGLPRVVAV: Noncoding aeTSA



YLATKFMPI: Noncoding aeTSA

YLDTAQKNLY: Noncoding aeTSA

YLKWAQIL: Coding-out aeTSA



YRALSLAGL: Noncoding aeTSA



Figure S1. 
MS validation of TSAs using synthetic analogs. Mirror plots were shown for each endogenous 
and synthetic peptide, with Pearson correlation coefficient (r) reported for each comparison. See 
section TSA validation with synthetic peptide of the Supplementary Methods for details.   



i) Endogenous
TASDLNLKV: Noncoding aeTSA, source sample: HGSC1 (Ovarian_1)

ii) TMT experiment: endogenous (TMT6-127), synthetic (TMT6-129, TMT6-131)



i) Endogenous
TEISNSQAA: Noncoding aeTSA, source sample: HGSC1 (Ovarian_1)

ii) TMT experiment: endogenous (TMT6-127), synthetic (TMT6-129, TMT6-131)



i) Endogenous
RTATPLTMK: Noncoding aeTSA, source sample: HGSC2 (Ovarian_2)

ii) TMT experiment: endogenous (TMT6-127), synthetic (TMT6-129, TMT6-131)



i) Endogenous

ii) TMT experiment: endogenous (TMT6-127), synthetic (TMT6-129, TMT6-131)

RTATPLTMKK: Noncoding aeTSA, source sample: HGSC2 (Ovarian_2)



i) Endogenous

ii) TMT experiment: endogenous (TMT6-127), synthetic (TMT6-129, TMT6-131)

SVYMATTLK: Coding-out aeTSA, source sample: HGSC2 (Ovarian_2)



i) Endogenous

ii) TMT experiment: endogenous (TMT6-127), synthetic (TMT6-129, TMT6-131)

SQGFSHSQM: Coding-in aeTSA, source sample: HGSC3 (Ovarian_3)



i) Endogenous

ii) TMT experiment: endogenous (TMT6-127), synthetic (TMT6-129, TMT6-131)

STQMTITTQK: Coding-in aeTSA, source sample: HGSC3 (Ovarian_3)



i) Endogenous

ii) TMT experiment: endogenous (TMT6-127), synthetic (TMT6-129, TMT6-131)

VTIDTTQTK: Noncoding aeTSA, source sample: HGSC3 (Ovarian_3)



Figure S2. 
Validation of eight TSAs with isobaric peptide labeling approach. (i) MS/MS spectrum of 
endogenous peptide. (ii) MS/MS spectrum of the corresponding peptide, reporter ion intensity 
and ion match tables. Endogenous peptides were derivatized with TMT6-127. Synthetic peptides 
derived with TMT6-129 and TMT6-131 were spiked in the sample at 10 and 200 fmoles, 
respectively.  
  



 
Figure S3. 
Retention characteristics of TSAs. A-C, Correlation of retention time and hydrophobicity for 
TSAs. Observed retention time is plotted against hydrophobicity index calculated using SSRC 
tool for HGSC1-6 (A) OV606, OV633, OV642 (B) and OvCa48-114 MAPs (C). TSAs for which 
sequence was confirmed using synthetic peptides are indicated in red while other MAPs are 
shown in gray. Predicting the sequence specific hydrophobicity indexes of peptides indicated 
that the retention time distribution of TSAs was on the diagonal line for all HGSC samples, and 
was not significantly different from the distribution of MAPs, thus supporting their correct 
identification. D, Correlation of hydrophobicity index between endogenous TSAs and their 
corresponding synthetic peptides. A linear relationship with a R2 > 0.95 was obtained. 
  



 
Figure S4. 
Number of mTSAs identified from each sample. Shades of blue depict the number of mTSAs 
resulting from in-frame exonic translation (Coding-in), out-of-frame exonic translation (Coding-
out) or non exonic translation (Noncoding). Dashed line notes the mean of mTSAs identified per 
sample. 
  



 

 
 
Figure S5.  
mTSA validation based on dbSNP is also supported by sequencing data of matched normal 
samples. A, Example of an excluded TSA candidate matching a common polymorphism reported 
in dbSNP. The variant nucleotide was also seen in the matched normal sample. B, Example of 
mTSA with variant absent from dbSNP. The variant nucleotide was only supported by one read 
in the matched normal sample, suggesting a sequencing error.   
  



 
Figure S6.  
Peripheral expression of sequences coding for TSA candidates containing germline 
polymorphisms. TSA candidates with single nucleotide variations recorded in dbSNP were 
considered as aeTSAs when both their coding sequences (MCS) and corresponding reference 
sequences (REF) have restricted RNA expression in peripheral tissues. Heatmap showing the 
average RNA expression of aeTSA-coding sequences in 27 peripheral tissues, with color 
intensity corresponding to the expression level in each tissue [mean log-transformed reads per 
hundred million reads sequenced (rphm)]. Bold boxes indicate tissues/organs with a mean rphm 
value higher than 10. The number beside each peptide sequence shows the number of tissues 
having above-threshold expression for the given peptide-coding RNA. Red asterisks indicate 
peptides considered as aeTSAs.  
 
  



 

 
Figure S7.  
Correlation between the number of MAPs and tumor size. Scatter plot shows the Pearson 
correlation between tumor size (x axis) and MAP number identified per HLA allele (y axis) for 
each sample. Only samples from Schuster et al. (the largest subgroup) were used in this plot to 
avoid batch effect.  
 
  



 
 
Figure S8.  
Relationship between aeTSA expression and DNA copy number variation (CNV). A, The 
enrichment analysis for correlation between within-gene aeTSA RNA expression and CNV, 
calculated with Fisher’s exact test. aeTSAs are grouped according to the proportion of tumors 
expressing the TSA (upper half and lower half). B, Correlation between aeTSA number and 
chromosome arm amplification. Scatter plot shows the Pearson correlation between chromosome 
arm amplification (x axis) and aeTSA number identified from the arm (y axis) for each sample. 
 
 


